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CommRadio  CTX-10 Software Release Notes. Package 1342 Release - August 21, 2020 

Previous Release: 1334.pkg (18 Dec 2019) 

Firmware Upgrades & Modifications.  

 
1. CW Sidetone Level control is here! Well, I never thought this could be lowered since the 

CODEC was set for full attenuation and was still too loud for most operators.  But my lead 
software programmer came up with a reliable workaround (early morning brain flash).   
 

a. There is a new MENU screen called CW SIDETONE found 1-click clockwise after the 
KEYER screen. 
 

b. Be sure you are in CW and hold down your key (with either the speaker or headset). 
Use a dummy load and/or set to 1 Watt on a clear frequency. 

 
c. Select the CW Sidetone screen and press the MENU shaft to highlight the level (0 -7). 

 
d. The tone level is adjusted with the volume control knob (0-7). 0 is lowest level.  7 is 

highest. This setting is saved (and is one common setting for both the headset and 
speaker)  Each digit represent a 3 dB audio sound difference. 
 

2. Lower Receiver Background Noise. Several Operators have noted a crackling background noise 
that increases fatigue.  The source is actually the receiver tuner IC at its most sensitive setting 
when no signals are present.  
 

a. In December, 2019 (1334.pkg), we added a Menu screen to select LNA (low-noise-RF 
amplifier) for either ON or OFF.  In the OFF position, most of this digital background 
noise is gone leaving the normal hiss.  This version did not save the user-selection and 
always defaulted to ON for every power-up. 
 

b. We have now switched the power-up mode to LNA-OFF. When the CTX-10 is powered-
up, the LNA is OFF, and an internal attenuator is activated.  About 6-10 dB sensitivity is 
lost, but S1-S2 signals are discernable. The setting (ON or OFF) is saved upon each 
power-down and is accessed on the next power-up. 

 
 

3. Revised Frequency Encoder Lock.  We have changed the frequency-encoder lock function.  It is 
activated/deactivated the same: Hold [>] to enter (and watch for the padlock icon).  Hold [<] 
to exit. 

a. When activated, the Frequency encoder is locked to ensure the frequency cannot be 
changed. 
 

b. The key, microphone PTT, and the data-line PTT (digital modes) will allow the 
transmitter to be keyed (user request). 
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c. The MENU cannot be accessed (to avoid inadvertent configuration changes). 
 

d. Active controls during lock: ON/OFF, volume, keys. 
 

4. Bug associated with Low battery transmitter lockout. When operating on internal batteries 
only, there was a condition the CTX-10 did not allow transmitter operation, even when 70% 
charged.  This code has been re-written.  The transmitter should not lockout until a 20% 
charge level has been reached.  The receiver section continues to operate until 10%. 

Your pleasure with the CTX-10 is my pleasure! 

Best 73,  Don Moore  W0CTX 


